California State University, Fullerton

CAMPUS MASTER PLAN

CORE TEAM MEMBERS

**FLAD ARCHITECTS**
Architecture | Space Planning
Stevens Williams, AIA, LEED AP BD+C, Principal

**WRT**
Landscape | Community Interface
Jim Stickley, ASLA, LEED AP, Principal

**AFFILIATED ENGINEERS INC.**
MEP Engineering, Fire, Telecom
Alan Locke, PE, Executive

**KPFF CONSULTING ENGINEERS**
Civil Engineering
Jeff Gavazza, PE, Principal

**NELSON\NYGAARD**
Transportation Planning
Lauren Mattern, Principal

**MODE ASSOCIATES**
Program Planning
Stacey White, AIA, LEED AP BD+C, Principal

**DIRECTIONAL LOGIC**
Cost Planning
Alistair Roberts, Principal

**ATELIER TEN**
Sustainability Expert
Claire Maxfield, AIA, LEED Fellow, Principal

**TBD**
TBD

**SIMPSON GUMPERTZ & HEGER INC.**
Structural Engineering
Matthew Johnson, PE, Principal

**DIRACTIONAL LOGIC**
Cost Planning
Alistair Roberts, Principal